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A B S T R A C T 

This paper aims to study the effect of the 35 hours week in France on productivity and 

employment.  France has  implemented  3  successive laws  to  promote  the 35  hours  week 

through financial incentives in order to improve work sharing.  None of the previous studies 

agree on the possible impact of such a policy. In this paper, we conduct a Granger Causality 

test in order to analyse the consequences of the decrease of working hours on productivity and 

then  employment.  The  results  show  no  causality from  the  number  of  working  hours  to 

employment. Our main explanation is that the law has never been fully applied and the period 

was not long enough to observe an important effect of the unemployment rate.  Besides, the 

level of wage compensation might not have been well calibrated. As a result of our study, we 

suggest that introducing such a policy, such as reducing working hours to increase 

employment, in countries where working hours are already short (40 or less) must be well 

examined before implementation and different characteristics of labour market must be taken 

into account. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Unemployment has increased in many countries over the last decades, especially after the 

financial crisis of 2008, and is a recurrent subject in the public debate. Indeed, an important 

unemployment rate affects badly both economy and well-being. Many different solutions, 

such as reduction of costs for companies or more flexibility for the contracts, have been tried 

in order to reduce the deadweight loss on the labour market and to improve the efficiency of 

the economy. One of these solutions, which is often mentioned, is to reduce the number of 

working hours per week. Nevertheless, politicians’ opinions diverge concerning this method. 

Some agree to say that it could allow sharing in a better way the amount of work between the 

workers; whereas some think that it could has a negative impact on the competitiveness of 

enterprises because it affects both productivity and costs. Consequently, our question is to 

understand how a new legislation (or union decision) in order to decrease the number of hours 

worked each week impacts productivity and then employment. This question is interesting, 

because its results can be taken into consideration for government when implementing new 

policies in order to reduce unemployment. 

Of course, labour market conditions for workers can vary between different countries and the 

idea of reducing working hours without loss in pay can be Controversial for firms. Indeed, it 

can threaten their competitiveness due to increases in hourly labour costs per unit of output. 

Therefore, in our study we want to understand the real effect of a reduction of working hours 

and investigate how it can impact productivity and then the employment rate of a country. 

France has been used as our case of study due to the fact that it was the first country to 

introduce and implement the 35 hours. 

The logic behind working 35 hours a week in France was that work will be divided more 

evenly and will decrease the unemployment rate that had reached record at rate 12.5% by 

1997. The policy package implemented by the government in France makes it an interesting 

case to study. Because, it was introduced gradually through financial incentives and structural 

aids to encourage firms to reduce their working hours and increase the number of workers. 

The main objective of the 35 hours week was to avoid significant labour cost increases 

through the reduction of payroll taxes, productivity gain and wage moderation. (Aksenazy 

2013) 
 

In this paper we will focus on the productivity gain and further develop an econometric study 

to investigate how reducing the number of actual working hours worked per week can affect 

productivity and consequently impact employment. In order to achieve this goal, we have
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chosen to use a Granger causality test which allows seeing if one time series can forecast one 

other. It seems that this method has never been used before for this subject. This test, for 

which we need to compute the F value, makes it possible to see if the lagged values of the 

number of working hours provide significant information about the lagged values of others 

variables such as productivity, employment and unemployment. We will use this test to check 

if there is Granger causality in both directions (from working hours to the other variables and 

from the other variables to the number of working hours) and with variables in level and 

variables in growth rate. Indeed, the analysis of the growth rate gives more precision 

concerning the Granger causality in the short run. 

In our first section we are going to give some definition about the working hours and how it is 

settled. In our second section we are going to study the evolution of the number of working 

hours in general and in France. The third section provides a review of articles to grasp the 

possible effects of a working time reduction whereas the theoretical framework summarizes 

these effects.   In the methodological part we describe precisely the Granger test and the 

results are presented and discussed in the 2 following sections. The last section concludes.
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S O M E D E F I N I T I O N S 
 

D E F I N I T I O N O F W O R K I N G H O U R S 
 

 
 

As Boisard et al. (2003) from Eurofound say in the article Time and duration of work, it is not 

simple to define and measure hours of working time. It can vary across workers as some 

people are more efficient, some are more rigorous… or across countries according how they 

define it.   Besides,  with  homework,  it  is  sometimes  difficult  to  make a clear difference 

between private and working life. Then we will develop some rules to define precisely hours 

of work. 

In an article named Working time developments in the 21st century: Work duration and its 

regulation  in  the  EU,  Cabrita  and  Boehmer  (2016)  from  Eurofound,  explain  that  hours 

actually worked include the productive time (in others words the hours normally worked as 

well as overtime), the ancillary activities (to prepare, clean…), the unproductive time (wait in 

a queue, technical problem…), and the resting time at workplace (breaks). However, paid 

lives, paid holidays, lunch, and journey from home to workplace are not including in the 

working hours definition. 

In our paper we will exclude the case of part time job, because as it is explained by Boisard et 

al. (2003): “Working part-time means working fewer hours than the hours agreed collectively 

at the enterprise in question. The situation regarding part-time work is therefore related to 

belonging to a given organization.” 

 

S E T T L E M E N T O F W O R K I N G H O U R S 
 

 
 

The number of hours actually worked, as defined previously, can slightly differ from the 

number of hours agreed. 

In Europe, in order to protect workers’ rights, the Working Time Directive of the European 

Union (2003/88/EC) defines some minimum rules (especially for the maximum number of 

hours in the normal week which is 48 hours) that states have to respect by fixing their 

legislation. But in each country, other actors than Europe Union intervene in order to settle the 

number of working hours. 

According to Cabrita and Boehmer (2016), the number of hours agreed in a contract is the 

result of an interaction between the individual characteristics, the workplace characteristics 

and the institutional configuration (legislation). Therefore, the choice of working time can be 

made at 4 different institutional levels: state legislation, collective bargaining, company level
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or individual negotiations. However the role played by each of these 4 components can have 

less or more importance depending on the countries. The article draws 4 types of regimes to 

set the number of hours, which are represented in the following picture. Each country can be 

classified between these different configurations according to the importance they give to 

each institutional level. 

 
 

Figure 1: Main institutional levels of working time regulation and working time setting 

regimes 

 
Source: Boisard et al. (2003) “Time and work: duration of work”, European Foundation for 

 

the Improvement of Living and Working conditions. 
 

 
 

As we can see in the first 2 columns (in red and green), the mandated configuration means 

that numbers of hours are defined by the legislation. It can be pure mandated, which means 

that  legislation  is  the  norm  on  the  labour  market  (Belgium  for  example),  or  adjusted 

mandated, which implies that even if legislation remains important, some adjustment can 

happen due to negotiations (France for example). However, the mandated configuration, even 

pure, doesn’t mean that social partners such as unions have absolutely no role. Most of the 

time, they are involved directly (by negotiation) or indirectly (by consultation) in the 

development of the legislation. 

In the third column (in orange), the negotiated configuration means that collective bargaining 
 

between employers and employees’ representatives is really important (Sweden for example).
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In the unilateral model, which correspond to the last column in blue, employers are the main 

protagonists of the decision, whereas the union density is really low. In this case, overtime is 

recurrently used. The only country concerned by this configuration is United Kingdom.
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H I S T O R I C A L R E V I E W 
 

E V O L U T I O N O F W O R K I N G T I M E A C R O S S E U R O P E 
 

 
 

During the 18th century and until 1916 most of the workers were suffering from exhaustion 

due to work of 70 to 90 hours a week. Many countries were still not aware of the negative 

consequence of long working hours on both productivity and health of workers. Since 1791 

the struggle for shorter working hours had started. Mainly,  the short time movement for 8 

hours  a  day  and  40  hours  of  work  per  week  started  in  England  during  the  Industrial 

Revolution by James Deb, due to the spread of excessive working hours for women and 

children (from 10 to 16 hours a day) , and then quickly moved to the United States. By 1817 

Robert  Owen  (US  Socialist)  had  proposed  the  idea  of  40  working  hours  a  week  and 

proclaimed the slogan "8 hours of work, eight hours of sleep '8 hours of rest." By 1846 there 

was a public demand in Chicago for 8 working hours a day. Then, by the first of May 1867 

wide strikes followed in different cities of the United States. Subsequently, most prominent 

labour leaders at the Haymarket square were arrested and then executed to be the first martyrs 

of the 8 hours movement. As a result, the American Federation of workers held a meeting to 

announce the 40 working hour week law. It was enacted by (1890- 1916) and due to the 

people killed in the Haymarket square, the first of May was declared as the international day 

of workers. 

As described Boisard et al (2003), until 1967 only few countries in industrialized countries 

encouraged the law of 40 working hours a week (Canada, Finland, France and New Zealand), 

while others continued to have 41-46 hours (Belgium, Luxembourg, Sweden and Norway). 

And others (Australia, Denmark, Ireland and United Kingdom) kept on having no universal 

statutory limit for their working hours. Furthermore, an interesting picture was that, while 

some countries continued to have no clear law for their working hours, France was starting 

already to take new directions in its working hours policies.  It was the first country to 

introduce and implement the law of 35 working hours. France enacted the 40 hour week by 

1936 and started the process toward the 35 hours’ week by the early 80’s.
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T H E S E T T L E M E N T O F T H E 35 H O U R S ’ W E E K I N F R A N C E 
 

 
The logic of the working time reform in France is of great interest to study in terms of both 

duration and policy implementation. 

 

D U R A T I O N 

First, in terms of duration, as described by Akenazy P.(2013) in his article “Working time 

regulation in France from 1996 to 2012” France started its reforms since the 1980s. 

Specifically, after the election of François Mitterrand in 1981, the government increased the 

minimum wage by 5% and after few months reduced the number of working hours from 40 to 

39 as it was promised in its electoral program. Then, further steps were to follow leading to 

the 35 hours week by 1985; the objective by the government was that reducing working hours 

would create more jobs by work sharing and unemployment rate would fall. By 1998, the 

government adopted new policies requiring firms to adopt 35 working hours; it started by 

2000 for big firms and then by 2002 for smaller firms. Consequently one can conclude that, 

the 35 hours week was not a shock policy, but rather a progressive policy. 

 

I M P L E M E N T A T I O N 

Next, in terms of implementation, France was unique in the way it has carried out the 35 

hours law. Unlike the government in both Germany and Netherlands that had pushed the law 

of shorter working hours through legislation and collective agreement after long negotiation 

between employers and unions, the law in France was implied through creating incentives by 

the government to encourage firms to adopt the law voluntary. As it is described by Bosch 

and Lehndorff (2001) in their article Working-time reduction and employment experiences in 

Europe and economic policy recommendations, the government would by no mean forbid 

firms to make their workers work more than 35 hours, but every hour worked above 35 per 

week would attract overtime payments. 

France corresponds to the adjusted mandated configuration. It means that if working hours are 

settled mainly at the legislative level, some adjustments are even though made at the sector of 

company level. Besides, social partners have to participate actively in the creation of new 

laws.
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Figure  2:  implementation  of  the  laws  of  35  hours:  modalities  and  obligations  for 

companies 

Law            Period                          Modalities                        Obligations for companies 
 

Robien 1996-1998 Financial incentive Reduction  of  time  of  10%, 
 

creation of 10% new jobs 

Aubry I 1998-2000 Reduction of taxes if : 
 

-creation of at least 6% of jobs 
 

-reduction of working hours 

Reduction of time of 10% 
 

Creation of 6% of news job 

  - avoid dismissal  

AubryI 
 

I 

After 2000 Structural helps: grant for each 
 

employees    of    a    35    hours 

company 

35 hours, no loss of job. 
 

Max 1600 hours per year 
 

Max of 130 overtime hours 

 

Consequently, according to Crépon et al (2004), in their article RTT, productivité et emploi : 

nouvelles  estimations  sur  données  d’entreprises,  we  can  distinguish  5  different  types  of 

private companies who applied the 35 hours’ week. First, those who applied the Robien law 

with the 35 hours before 1998 (2% of the private workers). Then, the companies of Aubry I 

who started the 35 hours between 1998 and 2000 and received financial incentive and then 

structural help (12.8% of the private workers). The companies of Aubry II precursor who 

applied the Aubry II law before 2000 and received structural help but no financial incentive 

(8.4% of the private workers). The companies of Aubry II who applied the 35 hours after 

2000 and received structural help only if more than 20 workers and both incentives and 

structural help if less than 20 workers (17.6% of the private workers).   And finally the 

companies who couldn’t receive any help but which applicate the 35 hours even though 

(12.4% of the private workers). 

Moreover, firms that had adopted the 35 hours law compared to firms that did not, were 

benefiting from special consensus and substantial government subsidies. They were able to 

maintain monthly payment for workers through the increase in compensatory wage that was 

associated  with  the  hours  cut.  Hence,  one  such  as  Askenazy (2013)  can  argue  that  the 

reduction of working hours in France from 1982 until 1998 occurred due to specific state 

incentives and wage compensation policies. 

 

E V O L U T I O N O F T H E N U M B E R O F W O R K I N G H O U R S I N F R A N C E A F- 

T E R T H E L A W S
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Given  the  implementation  of  the  law,  we  can  emphasize  several  characteristics  of  the 

evolution of the number of working hours. 

Figure 3: Evolution of the average number of actual hours weekly worked in France, 

from 1983 to 2014, for full time employees aged between 15 and 64 

 
Source: OECD, Actual working hours for companies with more than 10 workers 

 
As we can see on the previous graph, the average number of actual working hours for full 

time employees tends to decrease since 1995. As our data are from 1993 it will be possible for 

us to analyse the effect of this decrease. 

However the number has never reached 35 hours because the law has never been fully applied 

for several reasons. First, because as it was only an incentive policy, only 53% of workers of 

the private sectors started working 35 hours a week. Besides, some firms might have preferred 

to use overtime. 

Finally, because of the Fillon adjustments, which encourage employers to use overtime, the 

average number of working hours started to increase after 2002. 

But despite this limited application, we can observe a clear decrease of the number of working 

hours. Looking at the following chart we can see that the number of people who work 

between 35 and 36 hours has increased from 5% to almost 80%, whereas the number of 

people working between 39 and 40 hours has decreased from 59 to 8%. This graph is not fully 

representative of the companies, as it is only for the companies with more than 10 workers. 

But even if we can suppose that with all type of companies included, the decrease might be 

less important, as it is more difficult for small firms to reorganize themselves for the 35 hours, 

this decrease is enough to observe the effect of the law through our model.
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Figure 4: evolution of the repartition of actual working hours for companies with more 

than 10 workers 

 
 

Source: DARES, Quarterly enquiry of Acemo 
 

 

A R G U M E N T S I N F A V O U R O F T H E 35 H O U R S L A W 
 

 
According to Askenazy P., (2005) in Les effets emplois des 35 heures: une rapide revue 

critique des évaluations ex post (Job effect of the 35 hours, a quick critical review of the ex 

post evaluations), the RTT, “Réduction du temps de travail” (Reduction of working time), has 

3 characteristics which have been thought to increase the likelihood of new jobs creation. 
 

The first one is the importance of the negotiations between employers who want to maximize 

profit and unions who want to protect employment and individual well-being of workers. In 

our case we can suppose that unions prefer to protect employment more than individual well- 

being, as it is the goal of the law. Then wages negotiated might be lower which mean that cost 

increase is limited and the creation of new job seems more likely. Negotiations played an 

important role even for unionized firms who had adopted the law, because as mentioned 

earlier in this paper, the legislation was a “soft law” and many details that take into account 

specific needs of each firm were left for employers. 

Besides, to restrict the cost increase, the increase of hourly wage was compensated by a 

reduction of social taxes for each worker. With this financial incentive, it seems easier for 

firms to apply successfully the law. 

Finally, the law also increases flexibility on labour market by allowing companies to take 

more decision at their level. A good study investigating the effect of the 35 hours is the Tadde
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Report (1986). The report aims to revise the socialist governments work time strategy. It 

argues for a relation between shorter but more flexible working hours and longer operating 

hours for French firms. In other words, when implying shorter working hours some 

“restructuring of the production process” can be made to maintain firms’ competitiveness by 

making machines work longer while workers work less. This method was described by Anxo 

(1998) in his article Working time: research and development. According to Anxo, a more 

extensive use of capital, when working hours are reduced, would make it more possible for 

firms to maintain their competitiveness and, still meet the ambition of their employees of 

working fewer hours without losses in income. Accordingly, due to more flexibility and better 

negotiation   conditions,   firms   adopting   the   law   can   maintain   and   improve   their 

competitiveness among other firms and simultaneously play an important role on boosting 

effort for employment. For example, Firms can start using capital intensively and make new 

decisions at their level, like creating new shifts with more evening or weekend work. Of 

Course, such a decision would depends on how much workers are willing to work more night/ 

evening shifts in trade off for more leisure time. But, once a win- win middle ground is 

achieved, firms applying the law (not necessary all type of firms) would greatly benefit from a 

higher degree of flexibility allowing them to respond differently to different fluctuations in 

business activities, increase their return on capital and Increase their market share among 

other firms. 

Consequently, as companies can choose whether to apply the law or not, can negotiate or 

benefit for financial help, it seems that all the conditions are gathered to end in a job creation. 

The French government also expected a buckling effect from this policy. Indeed, if 

unemployment decreases due to the creation of new jobs, social cost decreases which allows 

the reduction of social taxes for companies.  Then companies will be more willing to hire new 

workers. 

 

L I M I T A T I O N O F T H E 35 H O U R S L A W 
 

 
 

Nevertheless, in his article Askenazy (2005) describes some limitations of the 35 hours week 

laws, which make difficult to estimate the possible effects. 

First, even the theoretical macroeconomic model of French economy did not allow forecasting 

the consequences of these laws because 2 parameters in the model were missing: productivity 

gains and salary evolution.
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Besides, as the law has been applied to only 53% of the workers of the private sector, the 

reduction of the working time is limited: only 3% between 1996 and 2001. It is also difficult 

to know if the job increase is only due to the reduction of working hours or other variables 

such as the GDP growth at the end of the 90’s. 

Crépon et al (2004) also explain that, as 35 hours week is a company’s choice, the result can 

be biased. Indeed, maybe the companies which choose to implement a 35 hours week know 

that there will be positive result in term of employment or profit maximization. Then, the 

generalization to the overall economy seems quite limited. Besides, some variables which 

influence the companies’ choice are not observable, and it is difficult to add control to 

eliminate the bias. 

Finally, the 35 hours law was not protected and left unresolved key details. According to 

Haykan (2007) in his paper France’s 35-Hour Week, “Win-Win Reform? Or Betrayal of 

Disadvantaged Workers?, he explains how some firms could use the law as the “ Trojan 

horse”. This means that firms would adopt the law to gain more flexibility, but since the law 

is optional, after that is achieved, they would pull back to longer working hours again.
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L I T E R A T U R E R E V I E W 
 

 

W O R K I N G H O U R S ’ R E D U C T I O N C O U L D H A V E P O S I T I V E E F- 

F E C T … 
In previous decades the argument for less working hours has stranded effectively and many 

studies had argued for an increase in productivity as a consequence of reduction in working 

hour. 

In an article named Working-time reduction and employment experiences in Europe and 

economic policy recommendations, Bosch and Lehndorff (2001) study the result on 

employment of the reduction of working hours from the last 20 years in Europe.  According to 

them  this  reduction  of  the  working  week  was  necessary;  otherwise  the  high  gain  of 

productivity would have led to an important increase of the unemployment rate. They observe 

that, between 1870 and 1992, working time decreased, meanwhile the increase of productivity 

was higher than the increase of earnings. As in the beginning of the industrial revolution work 

was not well organized it has been possible for employers to find new methods of production 

and increase the productivity. A perfect example of this is the scientific management (Taylor, 

1947). In this method, production is divided into different tasks, each one made in the most 

effective way and assigned to workers according their skills. In the same time the industrial 

capital  (mainly the  machines)  was  used  during  longer  time  and  more  intensively.  Then 

production increased while costs decreased. 

Denison (1962), in his article The Sources of Economic Growth in the United States and the 

Alternatives Before US,  he estimates the most important factors for the increase in the real 

national income in the US that occurred between 1929- 1957. He found that, one fifth of the 

1929-1957 growth in the real national income per worker per hour was a result of less 

working hours per week. However, working hours during 1929 were 48.6 hours per week and 

reducing it, is likely to enhance productivity and heal firms with higher gain of output. 

In the article Reductions in hours of work as a source of productivity growth, Levenson 

(2001) uses a BLS (Bureau of Labour Statistic) study for several employee groups (workers 

with light work, moderately heavy and heavy) on a workplace that was weather operator or 

machine paced to see if output per workers would be lower or higher with longer working 

hours. He found that when working hours were reduced output per worker was increased. But 

, when he tried to study the effect further with larger increase in working hours, the lack of 

strong  negative  correlation  between  the  larger  increase  in  hours  and  outputs,  made  him
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conclude that, a given percentage increase in the work hours, does not necessarily reduces 

output by a greater percentage, the longer the work week. 

In France, the law of reduction the working time (RTT) according to academics Gubian et al 

(2004) had positive effect on increasing the rate job creation in the country by 6%-9% 

between 1998 and 2002. But on the other hand, the increase in employment rate was much 

weaker from that of job creation. Employment had increased approximately by 3% for big 

firms that had received financial subsidies as to adopt the 35 working hour’s law. Further, the 

model was extended after by Crépon et al (2004) to study the effect of (RTT) on firms’ 

productivity. They found similar results. Companies that had adopted the 35 hours witnessed 

a great job growth mostly due to a cut of unit cost due to receiving financial subsidies, but at 

the same time, they found insignificant losses in output per capita. 

According to Cette et al (2011), in their article The decreasing returns on working time: an 

empirical analysis on panel control data, an increase in productivity could be due to a 

decrease in fatigue effects that is accompanied with shorter working hours. The study uses 

two kinds of estimation. First, it estimates elasticity of hourly productivity with respect to 

working time.  After, it estimates the relation with thresholds of working hours using panel 

data for 18 countries, six sub periods from 1950-2005 and three thresholds. They found 

decreasing returns on adding working time and productivity. I.e. productivity was always 

negative with longer working hours (worker fatigue effects could be the reason for the 

decreasing returns on time at work). Also, they found that a 1% increase in working hours 

would lead to a 0.9% decrease in productivity when annual working hours are above a 

threshold of 1,925 hours and more working hours in other thresholds would lead to a greater 

decrease in productivity. 

 

 
 

. . .B U T N O T H I N G I S S U R E 
 

 
 

Ginneken (1984) in an article named Employment and the reduction of the work week: a 

comparison of seven European macro-economic models, compares the employment elasticity 

of working time reduction of 7 different macroeconomic models. The results vary greatly 

from one country to another depending on the conditions (wage compensation or not, capacity 

reduction or not). According to this article, it is difficult to know clearly the effect of hours’ 

reduction. Indeed, in the short term, it can lead to a higher productivity (30%), as well as more 

overtime (20%) or more employment (50%) for the same production capacity.
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Shepard and Clifton (2000), in Are longer hours reducing productivity in manufacturing?, try 

to investigate the effect of overtime on workers’ productivity after the reduction of working 

hours.  They use an aggregate panel data for 18 big manufacturing industries within the US 

using actual working hours as to measure output per worker hour for almost all of the 

industries that was included in the sample. They found that a 10% increase in overtime would 

result on average in a 2.4% decrease in productivity measured by hourly output. 

Bosch and Lehndorff (2001) argued that working hours cut was necessary in the past century 

to balance the important productivity gains. They describe different methods but none of these 

can show clear results. First, the results of the regression analysis by estimating the 

employment elasticity of working-time reduction, strongly depends on the choice of the 

period. The surveys of companies and work councils allow having information about firm’s 

decision but the results are influenced by who ask and who answer. The conclusions of the 

macroeconomics simulations, which allow depicting the interaction between the variables, 

and the method of decomposition, to break the volume of work into various components, both 

depend on the realism of the assumptions. 

They conclude their research by making some observations for the 15 last years. First there 

was no increase of unit wage costs, mainly because of negotiation between union and 

employers to limit the increase of wages. It has been shown that step by step plans are more 

effective in term of employment results than shocks policy. Finally there is a close link 

between time reduction and flexibilisation, with the management of working time at firm 

level. 

Dominguez et al (2011),  in their article Reduction of working hours as a policy of work 

sharing in the face of an economic crisis, build a theoretical neoclassical model to show the 

effect of the reduction of working time depending on the productivity and the costs. In the 

model, the consumers want to increase their utility and the firms are in perfect competition. 

They assume that, when the productivity of working hours is low, there is an increase of 

employment, wages, capital, production and consumption. Employers cannot compensate the 

decrease of hours by a higher productivity, so they need to hire workers to maintain their 

production capacity. However, when productivity per working hours is above a critical point, 

the effect becomes negative.  The decrease of working hours is directly absorbed by the rise 

of productivity.   There   is   a   loss   of   job,   compensated   with   the   increase   of   

labour supply.  Consequently hourly wage falls, as well as consumption, capital and 

production. Consequently, we can suppose that positive effects of the decrease of working 

hours in term of both employment and productivity were linked with the fact that affected 

countries were
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mostly developing and industrialized. Whereas, nowadays, most of European countries are 

developed which mean that the labor market is mostly constituted by the service sector. 

Then, it is hard to say if implementing such a policy can be used as a solution to reduce 

unemployment. 

 
 

T H E O R E T I C A L F R A M E W O R K 
 

E F F E C T O N P R O D U C T I V I T Y 

British  economist  John  Hicks  said  “It  has  probably  never  entered  the  heads  of  most 

economists that hours could be shortened and output maintained”.  Indeed, the usefulness of 

reducing working hours could be greater than has been appreciated previously. 

In the US, Holman et al (2008) in their article, “Labour productivity trends since 2000, by 

sector and industry” argue that the reduction of working hours played a significant role in the 

productivity increases that occur between 2000-2005 compared to the ninetieth. They conduct 

a  study  for  different  sectors  and  industries  to  analyse  the  productivity  growth  that  had 

occurred during that period comparing to more recent  years. They found that, the rapid 

productivity growth that occurred in the ninetieth was due to the fast output growth and the 

large increase in investment. Whereas, in a more recent period (2000-2005) when output 

growth slowed down considerably, the reduction of working hours was the main contributor 

to the increase in productivity. 

Moreover, the gain in productivity from reducing working hours can occur due to different 

reasons; it can be due to psychological benefits like less fatigue effect and stress at work. 

Cette et al, (2011), in The “decreasing returns on working time: an empirical analysis on 

panel control data”, argue that decreasing returns on working hours can be due to an increase 

in fatigue effect. They also find that the increases occur even at a faster rate after a certain 

thresholds of working hours (1,925 hours). Further, a good example is a sample of white- 

collar jobs that was mentioned in the theoretical framework of Golden (2011) “The effects of 

working time on productivity and firm performance: a research synthesis paper”. The study 

find that, workers who had reported overwork while doing their job tasks were more likely to 

make a 20% more mistakes comparing to workers that reported no overwork. Indeed, an 

increase in fatigue affect can increase the time needed to complete tasks and less working 

hours can be associated with lower level of tiredness at work and thus lower absenteeism and 

on the work shirking, which consequently increase productivity per worker.
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On  the  other  hand,  other  arguments  were  made,  according  to  Ginneken  (1984),  in 

Employment and the reduction of the work week: a comparison of seven European macro- 

economic models, in the short run, reorganization, increase of motivation or decrease of 

absenteeism lead to a period of “transitory productivity gains”, which is not necessarily the 

case in the long run. Then even with fewer working hours, employers can maintain their 

production capacity. In their article RTT, productivité et emploi : nouvelles estimations sur 

données d’entreprises, Crépon B., et al (2004) show that the global productivity of the factors 

(global output per person) will decrease as workers work less hours. But, if there is decreasing 

return to scale, it means that there is a gain of hourly productivity. 

However, the argument of more productivity gain as a result of reducing working hours can 

be valid up to a specific point and until a specific threshold of working hours. There would be 

a point where reducing working hours will not be as valid argument as it was in earlier years. 

Further, Anxo and Bigsten (1989) have studied the relation between reducing working hours 

and productivity gain in countries where working hours were relatively short (40 hours or 

lower). in an article named  “working hours and productivity in Swedish manufacturing”. 

They found that, reducing working hours would have weak or no effect on productivity gain. 

Consequently, we can conclude that, when working hours are 48 or more, reducing it, can 

enhance productivity producing a higher productivity gain, by less fatigue and absenteeism. 

Whereas, when working hours are already short (40 or less), the effect of such a reduction in 

working hours does not seem to be very clear. 

 

E F F E C T O N C O S T 

The idea of reducing working hours for some firms can be challenging on one hand. It can be 

costly through the increase in labour cost when working hours are reduced, all things 

remaining equal.  On the other hand, it can be cost saving for firms when the cost is subsidize 

in exchange for adopting the law and through substantial productivity gains; for example, 

when the reduction of working hours is associated with an increase  in worker marginal 

productivity  or  lower  cost;  through  reducing  work  misbehaviours  such  as  absenteeism, 

shirking and turnover. 

Golden (2011) studies the factors that can indirectly increase production cost for firms. He 

finds that, workers that experience fatigue reported a loss of an average of 4.1 productive 

working hours per week in form of reduced performance. Further, Ricci et al (2007) in their 

article “Fatigue in the U.S. workforce: prevalence and implications for lost productive work 

time” use a survey of US workers. They find that (37.9%) workers that experience fatigue
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cost employers 136.4$ billions yearly in health related lost production time, 101$ billions 

more compared to workers without fatigue. Consequently, an increase in fatigue effect can 

indirectly increase production cost. Mainly, because workers become more tired and their 

focus to complete a specific task at work decrease. Therefore, shorter working hours can be 

beneficial for firms to lower production cost in situations where they experience that longer 

working hours can increase fatigue. Also, according to Golden (2011), shorter working hours 

can improve time utilization, through more flexibility in time schedules and shifts. Indeed, 

more time flexibility for firms can allow them to better manage the “peaks and flux” over the 

course of the year.  Firms could start new shifts that can simultaneously meet a higher 

market/customer demand and improve workers well-being. Hence, the increase in workers 

satisfaction can be cost saving through less lateness, absenteeism, unauthorized use of sick 

leave and turnover. 

Furthermore, as we studied earlier, in more capital intensive plant, a more intensive utilization 

of capital can be cost saving for firms. However, according to Bosch and Lehndorff (2001), 

this is not necessarily the case in the service sector. Bosch and Lehndorff argue that it is 

judicious to look at the unit costs rather than absolute wage costs especially in the service 

sector where “the pay issue is of greater consequence for the evolution on unit costs than in 

manufacturing” 

Ginneken (1984), argue that if productivity increase wages tend to increase as well, and if 

unemployment increase there is an upward pressure on wages. In general, in order to protect 

worker well-being, hourly wage tend to increase in order to compensate the decrease of the 

number of hours. When wages are fully compensated, real labour cost tends to increase. 

Companies  face  more  important  hourly costs  which  can  be  limited  due  to  the  previous 

reasons. Nevertheless, real income per worker does not rise mainly because of the inflation 

due to the increase of labour costs. 

In France, a cut in working hours from 39 to 35 without further reduction in payment would 

mean 11 percent increase in hourly labour cost, all other things remaining equal. However, 

what made the law to be cost saving for firms is the fact that it was implemented gradually 

and was associated with incentives schemes. The government provided firms with financial 

incentive to restrict the cost increase; the increase of hourly wage was compensated by a 

reduction of social taxes for each worker. Consequently, it was easier for firms to apply 

successfully  the  law  without  increase  in  labour  cost.  Moreover, OECD  data  provide 

supportive results to this argument: labour costs fall for the period the 35 hour week was 

carried out (France unit labour cost index fell from 113.6 in 1997 to 100 in 2000 to 98.8 in
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2002). Nevertheless, even though the cost on average did not increase, still small firms faced 

difficulties adapting the law.  According to Hayden (2007), some small firms unavoidably 

faced cost increase in particular “those unable to reorganize operations to increase hourly 

productivity”. But, on the whole, one can argue according to previous studies and OECD 

data,, that the policy succeeded to avoid significant increases in labour cost for firms. 

 

E F F E C T O N E M P L O Y M E N T 

Whether reducing working hours can cause firms to increase the number of workers employed 

or simply increase overtime hours is a tempting question and the answer depends on many 

factors. 

 
 

First, if we consider a case where firms want to minimize cost holding output fixed. 

Employment would unambiguously increase, but depending on the reaction of firms, whether 

they would add more workers or increase overtime hours, this may cause employment to 

increase or decrease. 

 
 

Second, if we assume a case where firms want to maximize profit instead of minimizing cost. 

There would be a negative effect on output. Further, by holding output fixed, the likelihood of 

an increase in employment would be less likely. Consequently, The probability of positive 

employment effect when reducing working hours is higher in situations where firms are cost 

minimizing comparing to profit minimizing when output is fixed. 

 
 

Next, if productivity increases a lot, firms might be able to maintain their production level 

without hiring new workers. Besides, as explain Bosch and Lehndorff (2001) in their article 

Working-time reduction and employment experiences in Europe and economic policy 

recommendations, firms might also prefer overtime for several reasons. If fixed costs are 

high, firms prefer to extend the number hours of overtime rather than hire new workers. 

Inexperience can also make employers conservative in term of organization. Employers can 

also face a lack of adequate labour supply (if specific skills are required). 

Also, employers face a rigidity to hire new workers as it is costly in terms of formation, 

reorganization, recruitment… Instead companies prefer to increase hours of overtime, even if 

the wage is higher. Consequently for Bosch and Lehndorff (2001) the reduction of working 

hours doesn’t suit as a short run policy.
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Now, other researchers, Kapteyn et al (2003), studied the effect of work sharing on 

employment when working hours are reduced.  In “The myth of worksharing”, using 

aggregate data for 16 OECD countries. They found that the use of work sharing as a policy to 

enhance employment depends heavily on the setting of each country. Further, in their results, 

they found direct positive effect on employment. But, taking into account the indirect- upward 

effect on wages in the long run, they found that, the reduction in working hours would have a 

small positive but insignificant impact on employment. 

 
 

In France, opinions diverge on whether the policy had succeeded to decrease unemployment 

rate or not. On the one hand, critics proclaimed that wage cost would increase damaging 

firms’ competitiveness and generating a “hiring freeze” and others continued to describe the 

law as “lunatic scheme” that would bring 7 years of rising unemployment. On the other hand, 

taking a look at the French unemployment data we see that, unemployment rate fall from 12.2 

percent in 1997 (the year the 35 hour week was announced) to 8.6 percent in 2001. Similarly, 

economist Michel Husson, as investigated in Hayden (2006) study provides an econometric 

study to investigate what could have happened without the reduction of working hours. He 

argues that the main reason behind the rapid job growth in France during that period was the 

reduction in working hours. According to Husson “France saw the biggest job gains of any 

four year period in the twentieth- century France”. Therefore, one can argue that the policy 

did not destroy jobs as it was claimed by many criticizers. But, whether the 35 hours law was 

the only responsible for the job creation during that period is a hard question to answer. 

 
 

Moreover, the package implemented by the government in France was the main contributor to 

avoid increases in labour cost and the responsible for the increase in job growth. Because the 

35- hour package was associated with financial incentives given to firms in exchange for 

adopting the law as to restrict labour cost. Whereas, if the reduction of working hours is not 

followed by a wage compensation. As argued by Anxo (1998) labour cost would increase, 

leading firms to increase the number of working hours rather than increase the number of 

workers employed as a result of   recruitment and training cost for instance or mismatches 

between labour supply and demand. Therefore, the level of wage compensation and  the 

method by which the policy is implemented is of great importance when applying a policy 

such as reducing working hours as to promote employment. 
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M E T H O D O L O G I C A L F R A M E W O R K 
 

 

As it is explained by Francis Diebod in Basic Econometrics from Gujarati, Econometrician 

use the term granger causality (Causal) to explain the relation between variables. But, the 

term itself does not mean causality in a deep sense of the word. We do a Granger causality 

test to check the direction of causality between the variables to measure whether one thing 

happens before another thing and helps predict it. The Granger test’s goal is to see if the lags 

of a time series variable cause the lags of another time series variable. 

 
 

For this part, we describe the two main steps of our method. These steps will be conducted 

two times: one time for the variables in level and one with the growth rates of the variables. 

Indeed, as growth rate are more sensitive to variation, it allows seeing in the short run how the 

variation of a variable Granger causes the variation of another. 

 

C O R R E L A T I O N 

Our first step consists on looking whether if there is correlation between the variables or not. 

We run 3 different regressions. 

                                              

                                                

                                                  

 
Even if we detect some correlation, by having significant coefficients, it might be difficult to 

 

interpret the results. It just means that the evolution of the variables coincides in the time, but 

it doesn’t necessarily signify that a variable is the cause of one other. If we want to see if the 

policy implemented by the government in order to reduce unemployment is successful, we 

need to go a little bit further in order to analyse more precisely the nature of the link between 

the variables. 

 

C A U S A L I T Y 

Our purpose is to see the effect of the evolution of the number of working hours on other 

variables (productivity, employment and unemployment rates). Consequently, we choose to 

study if there is bilateral causality trough a Granger test which has never been used before for 

this subject. As we don’t know the direction of the causality, we need to conduct the Granger
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test 2 times. the term “causality” mainly means that one variable contains useful information 
 

to predict one other. Then, our results must be interpreted carefully. 
 

 

Besides, we decided to run the Granger test for 4, 8, 12 and 16 lags each time because the 

impact of a reduction can happen with a delay. Nevertheless the most interesting result to 

consider will be the one with the minimum number of lags to avoid autocorrelation (given the 

Breusch-Godfrey test, 4 lags are always enough to avoid autocorrelation, so we choose to 

consider the results with 4 lags as the most relevant). The Granger test ran with more lags 

should be considered as confirmation results. 

 

D O E S P R O D U C T I V I T Y / E M P L O Y M E N T / U N E M P L O Y M E N T C A U S E T H E 

N U M B E R O F W O R K I N G H O U R S ? 
 

 
 

In order to see if productivity, employment or unemployment rate Granger cause the number 

of working hours, we first create a restricted equation with AWH the number of working 

hours and we include several lags until we avoid autocorrelation. 

 

                                     
 
To check for autocorrelation we use a Breusch-Godfrey test. If the P value of the test is 
 

greater than 5% we cannot reject Ho, which means that there is no autocorrelation. 
 
 

Then we run 3 unrestricted regressions for by introducing several lags for each variable, 

knowing that Prod is the hourly productivity, ER is the employment rate and UR the 

unemployment rate. 

                                                     

                                                 

                                                 

 

For each one of the unrestricted equation, we do an F-test.  

  
              

           
 

 

RSSR is the residual sum of squares of the restricted regression; RSSuR is the residual sum of 

squares  of  the  unrestricted  regression,  m  the  number  of  the  new  lagged  terms  in  the
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unrestricted regression, k the number of parameters in the unrestricted regression and n the 

number of observations. The null hypothesis is . It means that the lagged terms of the new 

variable in the unrestricted equations are not significant (i.e there is no causality). If the F 

value exceeds the critical F value, we reject the null hypothesis: there is causality. 

 

D O E S T H E N U M B E R O F W O R K I N G H O U R S C A U S E P R O D U C T I V I T Y , 
E M P L O Y M E N T O R U N E M P L O Y M E N T ? 
 

In order to know if the number of working hours Granger causes productivity, employment or 

unemployment, we use the same steps for each one of the variable. 

 
For example, for productivity, we first run the restricted regression: 

 

                                         

We introduce enough lags to avoid autocorrelation and we test it with the Breusch-Godfrey test. 

Then we run the unrestricted regression:  

                                                                

Finally we conduct the F-test to see if there is causality or not.  We do the same as well for 

employment and unemployment rate. 
 

If we find that a decrease of the number of working hours Granger causes an increase of 

productivity or employment, or a decrease of the unemployment rate, we might suppose that 

the goal of the laws, which was to reduce the unemployment level, has been successfully 

achieved. Nevertheless these results must be interpreted carefully as many other facts, such as 

the minimum wage, the job mismatch, the unionization rate, can influence the unemployment 

level.
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D A T A 

We collected quarterly data for 21 years only, between 1993 and 2014 due to limitation of 

data source. It would have been better to start the analysis from the early 1980 because France 

started the process toward the 35 hours’ week from this period. However, it can still be 

sufficient for our purpose of study, since the period covers the 3 most important laws 

mentioned earlier. Besides, the fact that we chose to use quarterly data give us more precision. 

The  average  number  of  weekly  working  hours  comes  from  the  statistic  office  of  the 

department of employment and work of the French government (DARES: Direction de 

l’Animation de la Recherche, des Etudes et des Statistiques). 

Previously, we have explained how working hours are measured and settled. But, as it is 

explained by Cabrita and Boehmer (2016) the number of hours actually worked can differ 

from the number of hours agreed because of more overtime or break than expected. 

Consequently, in our paper, we will take into account the actual weekly working hours which 

have been measured, and not the number of working hours settled. Besides, the data 

corresponds to the average number of weekly working hours for full-time employees of 

companies with more than 10 workers only. 

Both unemployment and employment rate come from the Eurostat. The employment rate is 

seasonally adjusted and defined in percentage of the total population between 15 and 64 years 

old.  The  unemployment  rate  is  also  seasonally  adjusted  but  is  only  available  for  the 

population between 15 and 74 years old. 

We choose to study the impact of the number of working hours on both employment and 

unemployment   because,   with   the  implementation   of  a  new  law,   some   discouraged 

unemployed can decide to enter the labour market again. Thus, the evolution of the 

unemployment rate could be biased. 

The measure of productivity (i.e the GDP per hour) comes from the OECD. To obtain the 

GDP per hour we divided the GDP per person by the number of hours worked by employees. 

The limitations of this paper is that we will not study the effect of reducing working hours on 

men/ women separately, neither the effect on part time job or the increase/ decrease of paid 

holidays. 

Besides we compute the growth rate with the formula:                  
       

    
.
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R E S U L T S 
 

 
In this part, we present our results with tables to summarize the conclusion of the Granger 

test. The results will be discussed later in the discussion part and the tables from Stata are 

presented in the appendices. 

 

C O R R E L A T I O N F O R T H E V A R I A B L E S I N L E V E L 
 

 
As it is explained in the methodological part, our first step is to run 3 different regressions 

between the number of working hours and the other variables: productivity, employment rate 

and unemployment rate. We obtain the following table: 

 
 

Table 1: Regression between the number of working hours and the productivity, 

employment and unemployment rates. 

(1)                              (2)                                  (3) 

VARIABLES                 Ln(Productivity)    Ln(Employment rate)      Ln(Unemployment 

               rate)   

Ln(Average number 

of working hours) 

-2.174***                  -0.744***                       1.969*** 

 
(0.0843)                     (0.0153)                          (0.233)

Constant                               6.440***                    6.816***                       -4.843*** 

(0.304)                      (0.0550)                          (0.837) 

 
Observations                              88                               92                                   88 

R-squared                                0.886                          0.963                              0.455 

Standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 
As it is indicated by the stars, all the coefficients are significant at 1% level. 

 

The productivity seems negatively correlated with the number of working hours. It means that 

if we increase the number of working hours increases by 1%, the productivity decreases by 

2,174%.   The results seem consistent with our theory which states that productivity might 

increases if workers work less. 

The employment rate seems also negatively correlated with the number of working hours.  If 

the number of working hours increases by 1%, the employment rate decreases by 0,744%. 

The results is consistent with the theory of work sharing which state that if decrease the 

number of working hours, the employment rate may increases.
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The unemployment rate is positively correlated with the number of working hours. If the 

number of working hours increases by 1%, the employment rate increases by 1,969%. This 

result is also consistent with the theory of work sharing. 

However, despite the fact that there is a clear correlation between these variables, it is hard to 

make an interpretation. If the variables are correlated it doesn’t necessarily mean that it causes 

each other. We need to test for causality in both directions to know exactly which variables 

influence each other. Consequently, in order to solve this question we are going to run a 

Granger Causality test as explained above. 

 

C A U S A L I T Y F O R T H E V A R I A B L E S I N L E V E L 
 

D O E S T H E P R O D U C T I V I T Y , T H E E M P L O Y M E N T R A T E O R T H E U N E M P L O Y M E N T  R A T E 

G R A N G E R C A U S E T H E N U M B E R O F W O R K I N G H O U R S ? 
 

 
 

First we use the Granger test to check if the productivity, employment rate or unemployment 

Granger cause the number of working hours.  Of course, at the end our goal is check for the 

contrary (i.e if the working hours Granger causes productivity, employment or unemployment 

rate) but we need to check both directions to analyse more precisely the results. 

We run the regression:                                                

with 4, 8, 12 and 16 lags. 
 

And then for each variable we run an unrestricted equation by adding the same number of 

lags. 

 
 

Table 2: Results of the Granger test for productivity causing the number of working 

hours 

 
Lags RSSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 .002112351 .002017335 0.895 2.53 No causality 

8 .001970187 .001709435 1.22 2.10 No causality 

12 .001920109 .0015811 0.92 1.92 No causality 

16 .00185576 .001476607 0.642 1.92 No causality 

 

Given the fact that the F value is less than the critical F value, whatever the number of lags, 

we can conclude that the productivity does not Granger cause the number of working hours.
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Table  3:  Results  of  the  Granger  test  for  employment  rate  causing  the  number  of 
 

working hours 
 

Lags RSSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 .002112351 .001792795 3.52 2.53 Causality 

8 .001970187 .00147048 2.846 2.10 Causality 

12 .001920109 .001348169 1.944 1.92 Causality 

16 .00185576 .001256082 1.283 1.92 No causality 

 

In the table 3, we can see that the F value is greater than the F critical value for 4, 8 and 12 

lags. It means that, surprisingly, the employment rate Granger causes the number of working 

hours. 

 

Table 4: Results of the Granger test for unemployment causing the number of working 

hours 
 

Lags RSSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 .002112351 .002010653         0.948 2.53 No causality 

8 .001970187         .00188127 0.37 2.10 No causality 

12 .001920109         .00179483 0.29 1.92 No causality 

16 .00185576         .00167167         0.268 1.92 No causality 

 
 
 

In the table 4, as all the F values are less than the F critical value, we conclude that the 

unemployment does not Granger cause the number of working hours. 

We can see that only the employment rate seems to Granger cause the number of working 

hours. This is not the case for productivity and unemployment rate. 

 

D O E S T H E N U M B E R O F W O R K I N G H O U R S G R A N G E R  C A U S E P R O D U C T I V I T Y , E M P L O Y M E N T 

O R U N E M P L O Y M E N T ? 

Previously we have used the Granger test to see what variables influence the number of 

working hours. Our next step consists on testing how these variables are influenced by the 

number of working hours which is really the purpose of our study. 

As explained in the methodological part, for this step we need to create a restricted equation 

and to proceed to a Breusch-Godfrey test for each variable, before to run the unrestricted 

regression.
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Table 5: Results of the Granger test for the number of working  hours causing the 
 

productivity 
 

Lags RSSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 .003323852 .003272873 0.292 2.53 No causality 

8 .003241409 .003058171 0.472 2.10 No causality 

12 .002978838 .002463025 0.890 1.92 No causality 

16 .002704467 .001871935 1.084 1.92 No causality 

 

In the table 5, all the F values are less than the F critical value, so we conclude that the 

number of working hours does not Granger cause the productivity. 

 

Table 6: Results of the Granger test for the number of working hours causing the 

employment rate 
 

Lags RRSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 1.99555433 1.83191939 1.79 2.53 No causality 

8 1.85338631 1.57288139 1.471 2.10 No causality 

12 1.71200696 1.40973618 0.983 1.92 No causality 

16 1.5078353 .970102018 1.59 1.92 No causality 

 

In the table 6, all the F values are less than the F critical value, so we can conclude that the 

number of working hours does not Granger cause the employment rate. 

 

Table 7: Results of the Granger test for the number of working hours causing the 

unemployment rate 
 

Lags RRSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 2.77017408 2.5998819 1.22 2.53 No causality 

8 2.54928798 2.26033255 1.007 2.10 No causality 

12 2.44864929 1.83562249 1.419 1.92 No causality 

16 2.34014021 1.60102826 1.125 1.92 No causality 

 

In the table 7, all the F values are less than the F critical value, so we conclude that the 

number of working hours does not Granger cause the unemployment rate. 

After all, the number of working hours seems not to Granger cause any of the variables. 
 

C O R R E L A T I O N F O R T H E G R O W T H R A T E S O F T H E V A R I A B L E S
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To make our study more completed, we decided to realize the same steps with the growth 

rates instead of the level of the variables. 

We first run a regression between the variables. 
 

Table 8: Regression between the growth rate of the number of working hours and the 

growth rates of productivity, employment and unemployment 

(1)                   (2)                     (3)
VARIABLES                                     Productivity Employment Unemployment

                                                                 growth            growth              Growth   
 

 
Growth of the number of working 

hours 

0.894** 

(0.340) 

 

-0.450** 

(0.208) 

 

3.934** 

(1.784) 

Constant -0.213***  0.0643**  0.0729 
 (0.0496)  (0.0296)  (0.260) 

 

Observations 
 

87 
  

91 
  

87 

R-squared 0.075  0.050  0.054 

Standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 
As the stars show in the table 8, the results are significant at 5% level. 

 

Surprisingly, the growth rate of productivity is positively correlated with the growth rate of 

the number of working hours. It means that when the number of working hours tends to 

increase, the productivity tends to increase more. 

The growth of employment rate is negatively correlated with the growth rate of the number of 

working hours, which seems relevant, compared to our previous results. 

Finally, we can also see that the unemployment rate is positively correlated with the growth 

rate of working hours. When the growth rate of the number of working hours increases the 

unemployment rate tends to grow more quickly. 

 

C A U S A L I T Y F O R T H E G R O W T H R A T E S O F T H E V A R I A B L E S 
 

D O E S T H E G R O W T H O F P R O D U C T I V I T Y , E M P L O Y M E N T R A T E O R U N E M P L O Y M E N T R A T E 

G R A N G E R C A U S E T H E G R O W T H O F T H E N U M B E R O F W O R K I N G H O U R S ? 
 

 
 

We also use a Granger test to check if the growths of productivity, employment rate or 

unemployment Granger cause the growth of the number of working hours. 

We run the regression:  for 4, 8, 12 and 16 lags, with GAWH the growth of the number of 

working hours. 

And then for each variable we run an unrestricted equation by adding the same number of 

lags.
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Table 9: Results of the Granger test for productivity growth causing the growth of the 
 

number of working hours 
 

Lags RSSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 1.6115734         1.50099666         1.381 2.53 No causality 

8 1.58015037         1.41311599         0.931 2.10 No causality 

12 1.54988254         1.32534294         0.720 1.92 No causality 

16 1.53940496         1.23768387         0.594 1.92 No causality 

 

In the table 9, as the F value is smaller than the critical value, it appears that the growth of 

productivity does not Granger cause the growth of the number of working hours. 

 

Table 10: Results of the Granger test for employment growth causing the growth of the 

number of working hours 
 

Lags RSSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 1.6115734 1.33874735 3.974 2.53 Causality 

8 1.58015037 1.23524184 2.304 2.10 Causality 

12 1.54988254 1.11413319 1.759 1.92 No causality 

16 1.53940496 1.03591521 1.276 1.92 No causality 

 

 

As we can see in the table 10, for 4 and 8 lags, the F value is greater than the critical value. It 

means that the growth of the employment rate Granger causes the growth of the number of 

working hours. However, it is not the case for 12 and 16 lags. 

 

Table 11: Results of the Granger test for unemployment growth causing the growth of 

the number of working hours 
 

Lags RSSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 1.6115734 1.56888855 0.503 2.53 No causality 

8 1.58015037 1.53543439 0.226 2.10 No causality 

12 1.54988254 1.48363882 0.186 1.92 No causality 

16 1.53940496 1.46515914 0.120 1.92 No causality 

 

 

As the F value is smaller than the critical value for each lags in the table 11, it appears that the 

growth of the unemployment does not Granger cause the growth of the number of working 

hours.
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D O E S T H E N U M B E R O F W O R K I N G H O U R S G R A N G E R  C A U S E P R O D U C T I V I T Y , E M P L O Y M E N T 

O R U N E M P L O Y M E N T ? 

Then  we  use  the  Granger  test  to  see  if  the  number  of  working  hours  Granger  causes 

productivity, employment or unemployment. 

 

Table 12: Results of the Granger test for the growth rate of the number of working 

hours causing the productivity growth 
 

Lags RSSR RSSUR                     F value F critical Conclusion 

4 18.4442919 17.72275          0.753 2.53 No causality 

8 17.3107465 14.5644804      1.461 2.10 No causality 

12 16.6728673 12.6317393      1.333 1.92 No causality 

16 15.8604737 10.7110159      2.043 1.92 Causality 

 

 

In the table 12, we can see that for 4, 8 and 12 lags, the F value is smaller than the critical 

value, which mean that there is no causality. However, for 16 lags, it seems that the growth of 

the number of working hours Granger causes the productivity growth. 

 

Table 13: Results of the Granger test for the growth rate of the number of working 

hours causing the employment growth 
 

Lags RSSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 5.15073059 4.60976659 2.288 2.53 No causality 

8 4.5946723 4.00644525 1.211 2.10 No causality 

12 4.41936321 3.53160352 1.121 1.92 No causality 

16 4.08448865 2.71131615 1.329 1.92 No causality 

 

 

As the F value is smaller than the critical value for each lag in the table 13, it appears that the 

growth of the number of working hours does not Granger cause the growth of employment.
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Table 14: Results of the Granger test for the growth rate of the number of working 
 

hours causing the unemployment growth 
 

Lags RSSR RSSUR F value F critical Conclusion 

4 362.197996 345.855177 0.874 2.53 No causality 

8 341.310565 280.217211 1.689 2.10 No causality 

12 330.967021 242.890608 1.511 2.00 No causality 

16 310.579803 199.172088 1.328 1.92 No causality 

 

 

As the F value is smaller than the critical value for each lag in the table 14, it appears that the 

growth of the number of working hours does not Granger cause the growth of unemployment.
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D I S C U S S I O N 

From the granger causality test we can see first, that productivity (table 2) and unemployment 

rate (table 4) does not Granger cause the number of working hours, which seems quite logical. 

On the other hand, the fact that employment rate Granger causes the number of working hours 

(table 3) seems really surprising and not really relevant. Indeed given the table 1 and 15, the 

employment rate is negatively correlated with the number of working hours, which means that 

when employment rate decreases the number of working hours increases. The presence of 

causality  means  that  the  working  hours  decrease  after  an  increase  of  the  employment 

rate.  But we know from the literature review that the government wanted to implement these 

laws in order to increase the employment rate. So we can suppose that if working hours and 

employment rate were negatively correlated, the reduction of the number of working hours 

could have been the consequence of a decrease of the employment rate in order to make the 

workers better off. But in our case it seems not relevant that a decrease of the employment 

rate would have lead the French government to increase the number of working hours, as the 

laws were supporting a work sharing theory.  Nevertheless, the presence of the causality from 

employment rate to the number of working hours has been confirmed by the Granger tests 

with the growth rates. 

Besides,  we  found  no  causality  from  working  hours  to  productivity,  employment and 

unemployment even for 16 lags (Tables 5, 6 and 7). However, an interesting point in our 

results is that, for 16 lags, we found Granger causality between the growth of the number of 

working hours and productivity growth (table 12). According to our first regression, 

productivity and the number of working hours are positively correlated. Then, if there is 

Granger causality it means that when the number of working hours decreases, the productivity 

tends to decrease as well. Consequently, it is a bit delicate to interpret the results for several 

reasons. First, as explained previously, the Granger causality seems positive, which not online 

with our theory. Indeed, the previous studies show that a decrease of the number of working 

hours can increase or have no impact on productivity but not a negative impact as it seems to 

be the case here. Besides, we found causality only for the growth rate which is for the short 

run, although we find no causality in the variables in level. This seems not relevant for two 

reasons. First because the Granger test for the growth rate is more sensitive to the causality in 

the short run; but it seems logical that if the number of working hours really impact the 

productivity it would have been also detected by the Granger test for variables in level as it 

might take some time for companies to reorganize themselves. Besides, as 4 lags were enough
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to avoid any autocorrelation, we consider the results with more lags as confirmation results. 

For example we can see that the fact that employment Granger causes the number of working 

hours with 4 lags is confirmed with 8 and 12 lags. Nevertheless, in the case of the number of 

working hours Granger causing productivity, the Granger causality was found only for 16 

lags. For all these results, we rather prefer to consider that the decrease of the number of 

working hours does not Granger cause an increase of productivity. 

Concerning the impact of the number of working hours, our results support the argument that 

reducing working hours does not have any negative impact on employment. But, the fact that 

the number of working hours does not Granger cause employment rate or unemployment rate 

can be explained by different reasons. 

First, the most obvious one is that, as explains Askenazy, P (2013), the Aubry laws have 

never been fully applied because after the failure of the left parties at the legislative election. 

Indeed, the new government lead by Fillon in 2003 introduced adjustments with permanent 

social cuts for all firms  and expansion of overtime to 220 hours. Consequently we can 

suppose that even if the number of working hours started to decrease, the period was not long 

enough to observe an important effect of the unemployment rate. 

A possible explanation to why the law was never fully applied in France can be due to the fact 

that France has the lowest union density rate among all OECD countries (8%). According to 

Eurofound,   the   whole   labour   legislation   in   France,   including   regulations   regarding 

employer's’ representative, trade union representation and collective bargaining, is integrated 

into the Labour Code. This means that unions do not enjoy much of an autonomy and power 

to promote such a policy. Indeed, a higher a level of union representation within enterprises 

can have more of a chance to enhance negotiated agreements to reduce working time as to 

promote employment. 

Also, another explanation can be that, the reduction of working hours was associated with a 

reduction in operating use time for equipment. Which according to Anxo (1998) Working 

time:  research  and  development,  can  be  harmful  as  it  increases  unit  production  cost. 

According to him, extending working hours and a more intensive use of capital can play an 

essential role as to reduce unit production cost and enhance efforts for employment. 

Consequently, if as a reaction to the 35 hours, firms adopting the law decreased the operating 

hours   for   their   equipment,   production   unit   cost   will   increase,   decreasing   firms’ 

competitiveness and making the positive effect on employment less likely. 

Besides, Gianella in his article Les trente-cinq heures : un réexamen des effets sur l’emploi 
 

says that the effect on costs might has been negative. He argues that the compensation with
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the reduction of social taxes was not well calibrated especially for low skilled workers. Indeed 

for this category of workers, the wage which corresponds to the minimum wage (SMIC in 

France) is rigid, and companies cannot adjust it. At the contrary, companies have to maintain 

the minimum wage despite the fact that workers work less hours. Then, the hourly minimum 

wage tends to increase, despite the fact that government tries to limit this increase by a cut of 

social tax. Moreover, a possible extension of our study could be to analyse the effect of the 

decrease of the number of working hours on cost and wages, and to analyse the effect on 

employment rate of different categories of workers. We can suppose that the positive effect on 

low skilled workers could be limited due to the rigidity of the minimum wage and that the 

effect on high skilled workers could also be limited due to the shortage of labour supply. 

Finally, the lack of causality between working hours and employment rate could be explained 

by the fact that working hours in France was already short (39 hours). Therefore, we suggest 

that introducing such a policy when working hours are already short (40 hours and less) must 

be well examined before implementation.
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C O N C L U S I O N 

Our main goal in this project was to analyse the effect of a reduction of the number of 

working hours on the labour market in order to know if it could be a relevant policy to reduce 

the  unemployment.  We  choose  the  case  of  France  as  this  country  made  the  choice  to 

implement a week of 35 working hours in the labour market by giving financial incentives to 

firms. But, according to earlier studies, as we have seen in the literature review, it is really 

difficult to know concretely what are the effects of such a policy. Economists’ opinions 

diverge concerning the effect on productivity and employment. Some find positive effects 

whereas others find no results of even negative consequences. 

Consequently we wanted to make our own research, using a Granger test which seems to have 

never been used before, to see if the variation in working hours affects productivity and if 

there is a granger causal relationship between the number of working hours and productivity, 

employment or unemployment. We conduct our study in two steps. We first use the Granger 

test for variables in level and then in growth rate to investigate for causality in both directions. 

For variable level, we found that reducing working hours do not Granger cause productivity. 

On the other hand, it appears surprising to find a positive causation between the employment 

rate  and  the  number  of  working  hours.  However,  this  would  imply that  an  increase  in 

employment rate would cause an increase in the number of working hours. Therefore, no clear 

interpretation can be made on this result. 

Moreover, no Granger causality has been found from the number of working hours to 

employment or unemployment rate, and no relevant Granger causality was found for 

productivity.  These  results  go  in  line  with  previous  studies  findings  which  had  shown 

uncertain results on the impact of a reduction on working hours on employment. Our main 

explanation is that the law has never been fully applied, and the level of wage compensation 

was not enough to avoid an important cost increase for companies. Therefore, one of the 

possible extension of our study could be to take into account more characteristics such as 

what kind of firms applied successfully the law, and for which sectors or skills level the wage 

compensation has been  really effective to limit the increase of  labour cost and increase 

productivity. 

Eventually,  our  results  does  not  provide  a  clear  evidence  to  support  the  argument  that 

reducing working hours can increase employment (or reduce unemployment). Of course, the 

method by which implementing the reduction of working hours is important and methods that 

are suitable for some firms are not necessarily as much suitable for others Therefore, we 

suggest that, in countries where working hours are already low ( 40 hours or less) introducing
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such a policy as reducing working hours as to enhance employment must be well examined 

before implementation and the government must take into account the differences across the 

labour market when introducing a new policy which aims to reduce unemployment.
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A P P E N D I C E S 

In this part, we show the tables of the restricted and unrestricted regression for 4 and 16 lags 

only. Besides, as for each Granger test, 4 lags are enough to avoid autocorrelation, we show 

the Breusch-Godfrey test only for the regressions with 4 lags. 
 

C A U S A L I T Y F O R V A R I A B L E S I N L E V E L 
 

D O E S P R O D U C T I V I T Y / E M P L O Y M E N T / U N E M P L O Y M E N T G R A N G E R C A U S E T H E N U M B E R O F 

W O R K I N G H O U R S ? 
 

Granger test with 4 lags 
 

 

Table 1: restricted regression with 4 lags of the number of working hours 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 88 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(4, 83)  = 1207.33 

Model | .122906438         4  .030726609 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .002112351        83   .00002545 R-squared  = 0.9831 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9823 

Total | .125018789        87  .001436998 Root MSE = .00504 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 2: Breusch-Godfrey test for the 5 lags of the restricted regression 
Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

lags(p) |          chi2               df                Prob > chi2 

-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 

1     |          3.510               1                  0.0610 

2     |          5.158               2                  0.0759 

3     |          5.364               3                  0.1470 

4     |          5.367               4                  0.2516 

5     |          6.044               5                  0.3020 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

H0: no serial correlation 

 

 
Table 3: Unrestricted regression with 4 lags of the number of working hours and 4 lags 
of the productivity 

 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 85 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 76)  = 569.32 

Model | .120896321         8   .01511204 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .002017335        76  .000026544 R-squared  = 0.9836 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9819 

Total | .122913656        84  .001463258 Root MSE = .00515 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
 

Fcritical=2.53 
 

Table 4: Unrestricted regression with 4 lags of the number of working hours and 4 lags 

of the employment rate 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 88 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 79)  = 678.75 

Model | .123225994         8  .015403249 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .001792795        79  .000022694 R-squared  = 0.9857 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9842 

Total | .125018789        87  .001436998 Root MSE = .00476 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Fcritical=2.53 
 

Table 5: Unrestricted regression with 4 lags of the number of working hours and 4 lags 

of the unemployment rate 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 84 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 75)  = 495.76 

Model | .106325468         8  .013290684 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .002010653        75  .000026809 R-squared  = 0.9814 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9795 

Total | .108336121        83  .001305254 Root MSE = .00518 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical =2.53 
 

Granger test with 16 lags 
 

Table 6: Restricted regression with 16 lags of the number of working hours 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 76 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(16, 59)  = 135.04 

Model | .067959183        16  .004247449 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |   .00185576        59  .000031454 R-squared  = 0.9734 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9662 

Total | .069814943        75  .000930866 Root MSE = .00561 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Table 7: Unrestricted regression with 16 lags of the number of working hours and 16 
lags of the productivity 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 73 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 40)  = 57.17 

Model | .067530445        32  .002110326 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .001476607        40  .000036915 R-squared  = 0.9786 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9615 

Total | .069007051        72  .000958431 Root MSE = .00608 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
Fcritical=1.92 

 

Table 8: Unrestricted regression with 16 lags of the number of working hours and 16 

lags of the employment rate 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 76 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 43)  = 73.34 

Model | .068558861        32  .002142464 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .001256082        43  .000029211 R-squared  = 0.9820 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9686 

Total | .069814943        75  .000930866 Root MSE = .0054 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
Fcritical=1.92 

 

Table 9: Unrestricted regression with 16 lags of the number of working hours and 16 

lags of the unemployment rate 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 72 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 39)  = 33.88 

Model | .046477399        32  .001452419 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |   .00167167        39  .000042863 R-squared  = 0.9653 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9368 

Total | .048149069        71  .000678156 Root MSE = .00655 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

 

F C R I T I C A L = 1 . 9 2
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1 | 0.422 1 0.5161 

2 | 1.438 2 0.4872 

3 | 4.542 3 0.2086 

4 | 5.238 4 0.2637 

5 | 5.246 5 0.3866 

 

 

D O E S T H E N U M B E R O F W O R K I N G H O U R S G R A N G E R  C A U S E P R O D U C T I V I T Y , E M P L O Y M E N T 

O R U N E M P L O Y M E N T R A T E ? 
 

Granger test with 4 lags 
 

Table 10: Restricted regression with 4 lags of the productivity 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 84 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(4, 79)  = 3476.79 

Model |  .58513105         4  .146282762 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .003323852        79  .000042074 R-squared  = 0.9944 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9941 

Total | .588454902        83  .007089818 Root MSE = .00649 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 11: Breusch-Godfrey test for the 5 lags of the restricted regression 
 
Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

lags(p) |          chi2               df                Prob > chi2 

-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 

1     |          0.291               1                  0.5899 

2     |          0.292               2                  0.8640 

3     |          1.354               3                  0.7164 

4     |          1.409               4                  0.8427 

5     |          1.447               5                  0.9191 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

H0: no serial correlation 

 

Table 12: Unrestricted  regression with 4 lags of the productivity and 4 lags of the 

number of working hours 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 84 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 75)  = 1676.23 

Model | .585182029         8  .073147754 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .003272873        75  .000043638 R-squared  = 0.9944 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9938 

Total | .588454902        83  .007089818 Root MSE = .00661 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 
Fcritical=2.53 

Table 13: Restricted regression with 4 lags of the employment rate 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 88 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(4, 83)  = 2794.76 

Model | 268.775453         4  67.1938633 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  1.99555433        83  .024042823 R-squared  = 0.9926 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9923 

Total | 270.771007        87  3.11231043 Root MSE = .15506 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 14: Breusch-Godfrey test for the 5 lags of the restricted regression 
 
Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

lags(p) |          chi2               df                Prob > chi2 

-------------+-------------------------------------------------------------
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

H0: no serial correlation 

 

Table 15: Unrestricted regression with 4 lags of the employment rate and 4 lags of the 

number of working hours 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 88 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 79)  = 1449.72 

Model | 268.939088         8   33.617386 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  1.83191939        79  .023188853 R-squared  = 0.9932 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9925 

Total | 270.771007        87  3.11231043 Root MSE = .15228 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 
Fcritical=2.53 

 

Table 16: Restricted regression with 4 lags of unemployment rate 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 84 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(4, 79)  = 592.36 

Model | 83.0854166         4  20.7713541 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  2.77017408        79  .035065495 R-squared  = 0.9677 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9661 

Total | 85.8555907        83  1.03440471 Root MSE = .18726 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 17: Breusch-Godfrey test for the 5 lags of the restricted regression 
 
Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

lags(p) |          chi2               df                Prob > chi2 

-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 

1     |          0.850               1                  0.3565 

2     |          1.034               2                  0.5963 

3     |          3.195               3                  0.3626 

4     |          3.226               4                  0.5208 

5     |          3.276               5                  0.6575 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

H0: no serial correlation 

 

Table 18: Unrestricted regression with 4 lags of the unemployment rate and 4 lags of the 

number of working hours 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 84 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 75)  = 300.21 

Model | 83.2557088         8  10.4069636 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |   2.5998819        75  .034665092 R-squared  = 0.9697 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9665 

Total | 85.8555907        83  1.03440471 Root MSE = .18619 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=2.53 
 

Granger test with 16 lags 
 

Table 19: Restricted regression with 16 lags of the productivity 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 72 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(16, 55)  = 356.92 

Model | .280804831        16  .017550302 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .002704467        55  .000049172 R-squared  = 0.9905 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9877 

Total | .283509298        71  .003993089 Root MSE = .00701 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 87 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(4, 82) = 2.10 

 

Table 20: unrestricted regression with 16 lags of productivity and 16 lags of the number 

of working hours 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 72 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 39)  = 183.36 

Model | .281637363        32  .008801168 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .001871935        39  .000047998 R-squared  = 0.9934 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9880 

Total | .283509298        71  .003993089 Root MSE = .00693 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=1.92 
Table 21: restricted regression with 16 lags of employment rate 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 76 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(16, 59)  = 339.21 

Model | 138.706293        16  8.66914332 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |   1.5078353        59  .025556531 R-squared  = 0.9892 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9863 

Total | 140.214128        75  1.86952171 Root MSE = .15986 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 22: unrestricted regression with 16 lags of the employment rate and 16 lags of the 

number of working hours 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 76 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 43)  = 192.88 

Model | 139.244026        32  4.35137583 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  .970102018        43  .022560512 R-squared  = 0.9931 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9879 

Total | 140.214128        75  1.86952171 Root MSE = .1502 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=1.92 
Table 23: restricted regression with 16 lags of the unemployment rate 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 72 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(16, 55)  = 87.05 

Model | 59.2586085        16  3.70366303 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  2.34014021        55  .042548004 R-squared  = 0.9620 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9510 

Total | 61.5987487        71   .86758801 Root MSE = .20627 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 24: unrestricted regression with 16 lags of the unemployment rate and 16 lags of 

the number of working hours 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 72 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 39)  = 45.67 

Model | 59.9977204        32  1.87492876 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  1.60102826        39  .041052007 R-squared  = 0.9740 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.9527 

Total | 61.5987487        71   .86758801 Root MSE = .20261 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=1.92 
 

C A U S A L I T Y F O R T H E G R O W T H R A T E S O F T H E V A R I A B L E S 
 

D O E S T H E P R O D U C T I V I T Y / E M P L O Y M E N T / U N E M P L O Y M E N T G R O W T H  G R A N G E R  C A U S E 

T H E G R O W T H O F T H E N U M B E R O F W O R K I N G H O U R S ? 
 

Granger test with 4 lags 
 

Table 25: restricted regression with 4 lags of the growth rate of the number of working 

hours
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Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 75 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(16, 58)  = 0.53 

Model | .224004175        16  .014000261 Prob > F  = 0.9215 

Residual |  1.53940496        58  .026541465 R-squared  = 0.1270 

 

 

Model | .165105347 4  .041276337 Prob > F = 0.0882 

Residual |   1.6115734 82  .019653334 R-squared = 0.0929 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.0487 

Total | 1.77667875        86  .020659055 Root MSE = .14019 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
Table 26: Breusch-Godfrey test for the 5 lags of the restricted regression 
Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

lags(p) |          chi2               df                Prob > chi2 

-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 

1     |          1.289               1                  0.2561 

2     |          1.337               2                  0.5125 

3     |          1.357               3                  0.7157 

4     |          1.623               4                  0.8047 

5     |          1.630               5                  0.8976 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

H0: no serial correlation 

 

Table 27: Unrestricted  regression with 4 lags of the growth rate of the number of 

working hours and 4 lags of the growth rate of productivity 
Source |       SS           df       MS      Number of obs  =       84 

-------------+----------------------------------  F(8, 75)       =     1.70 

Model | .272009036         8  .034001129   Prob > F       =   0.1126 

Residual |  1.50099666        75  .020013289   R-squared      =   0.1534 

-------------+----------------------------------  Adj R-squared  =   0.0631 

Total |  1.7730057        83  .021361514   Root MSE       =   .14147 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=2.53 
Table 28: Unrestricted  regression with 4 lags of the growth rate of the number of 
working hours and 4 lags of the growth rate of employment rate 

 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 87 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 78)  = 3.19 

Model | .437931398         8  .054741425 Prob > F  = 0.0035 

Residual |  1.33874735        78  .017163428 R-squared  = 0.2465 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.1692 

Total | 1.77667875        86  .020659055 Root MSE = .13101 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=2.53 
Table 29: Unrestricted  regression with 4 lags of the growth rate of the number of 
working hours and 4 lags of the growth rate of the unemployment rate 

 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 83 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 74)  = 1.19 

Model | .201400807         8  .025175101 Prob > F  = 0.3183 

Residual |  1.56888855        74  .021201197 R-squared  = 0.1138 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.0180 

Total | 1.77028936        82  .021588895 Root MSE = .14561 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical= 2.53 
 

Granger test with 16 lags 
 

Table 30: Restricted regression with 16 lags of growth rate of the number of working 

hours
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1 | 0.644 1 0.4221 

2 | 0.718 2 0.6985 

 

 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = -0.1138 

Total | 1.76340913        74  .023829853 Root MSE = .16292 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 31: Unrestricted regression with 16 lags of the growth rate of the number of 

working hours and 16 lags of the growth rate of productivity 
Source |       SS           df       MS      Number of obs  =       72 

-------------+----------------------------------  F(32, 39)      =     0.51 

Model | .521062287        32  .016283196   Prob > F       =   0.9723 

Residual |  1.23768387        39  .031735484   R-squared      =   0.2963 

-------------+----------------------------------  Adj R-squared  =  -0.2812 

Total | 1.75874616        71  .024771073   Root MSE       =   .17814 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=1.92 
Table 32: Unrestricted regression with 16 lags of the growth rate of the number of 
working hours and 16 lags of the growth rate of employment rate 

 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 75 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 42)  = 0.92 

Model | .727493922        32  .022734185 Prob > F  = 0.5904 

Residual |  1.03591521        42  .024664648 R-squared  = 0.4125 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = -0.0350 

Total | 1.76340913        74  .023829853 Root MSE = .15705 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=1.92 
Table 33: Unrestricted regression with 16 lags of the growth rate of the number of 
working hours and 16 lags of the growth rate of unemployment rate 

 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 71 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 38)  = 0.24 

Model | .295854586        32  .009245456 Prob > F  = 1.0000 

Residual |  1.46515914        38   .03855682 R-squared  = 0.1680 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = -0.5326 

Total | 1.76101373        70  .025157339 Root MSE = .19636 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=1.92 
 

D O E S T H E G R O W T H O F T H E N U M B E R O F W O R K I N G H O U R S 

G R A N G E R  C A U S E P R O D U C T I V I T Y , E M P L O Y M E N T O R U N E M P L O Y- 

M E N T G R O W T H ? 
 

Granger test with 4 lags 
 

Table 34: Restricted regression with 4 lags of the growth rate of productivity 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 83 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(4, 78)  = 0.27 

Model | .254262222         4  .063565555 Prob > F  = 0.8972 

Residual |  18.4442919        78  .236465281 R-squared  = 0.0136 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = -0.0370 

Total | 18.6985541        82  .228031148 Root MSE = .48628 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Table 35: Breusch-Godfrey test for the 5 lags of the restricted regression 
 
Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

lags(p) |          chi2               df                Prob > chi2 

-------------+-------------------------------------------------------------
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3 | 0.791 3 0.8516 

4 | 3.824 4 0.4303 

5 | 3.989 5 0.5509 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

H0: no serial correlation 

 

Table 36: Unrestricted regression with 4 lags of the growth rate of productivity and 4 

lags of the growth rate of the number of working hours 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 83 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 74)  = 0.51 

Model | .975804114         8  .121975514 Prob > F  = 0.8457 

Residual |    17.72275        74  .239496621 R-squared  = 0.0522 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = -0.0503 

Total | 18.6985541        82  .228031148 Root MSE = .48938 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=2.53 
Table 37: Restricted regression with 4 lags of the growth rate of employment rate 

 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 87 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(4, 82)  = 4.68 

Model |  1.1752351         4  .293808775 Prob > F  = 0.0019 

Residual |  5.15073059        82  .062813788 R-squared  = 0.1858 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.1461 

Total | 6.32596569        86  .073557741 Root MSE = .25063 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 38: Breusch-Godfrey test for the 5 lags of the restricted regression 
Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

lags(p) |          chi2               df                Prob > chi2 

-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 

1     |          0.947               1                  0.3306 

2     |          2.449               2                  0.2939 

3     |          6.471               3                  0.0908 

4     |          7.070               4                  0.1323 

5     |          7.183               5                  0.2074 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

H0: no serial correlation 

 

Table 39: Unrestricted regression with 4 lags of the growth rate of the employment rate 

and 4 lags of the growth rate of the number of working hours 
 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 87 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 78)  = 3.63 

Model |  1.7161991         8  .214524888 Prob > F  = 0.0012 

Residual |  4.60976659        78  .059099572 R-squared  = 0.2713 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.1966 

Total | 6.32596569        86  .073557741 Root MSE = .2431 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=2.53 
Table 40: Restricted regression with 4 lags of the growth of unemployment rate 

 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 83 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(4, 78)  = 7.44 

Model | 138.179625         4  34.5449064 Prob > F  = 0.0000 

Residual |  362.197996        78  4.64356406 R-squared  = 0.2762 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.2390 

Total | 500.377622        82  6.10216612 Root MSE = 2.1549 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 41: Breusch-Godfrey test for the 5 lags of the restricted regression
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Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

lags(p) |          chi2               df                Prob > chi2 

-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 

1     |          0.871               1                  0.3507 

2     |          0.886               2                  0.6423 

3     |          2.484               3                  0.4782 

4     |          2.544               4                  0.6367 

5     |          2.795               5                  0.7315 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

H0: no serial correlation 

Table 42: Unrestricted regression with 4 lags of the growth rate of unemployment rate 
and 4 lags of the growth rate of the number of working hours 

 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 83 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(8, 74)  = 4.13 

Model | 154.522445         8  19.3153056 Prob > F  = 0.0004 

Residual |  345.855177        74  4.67371861 R-squared  = 0.3088 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.2341 

Total | 500.377622        82  6.10216612 Root MSE = 2.1619 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Fcritical=2.53 
 

Granger test with 16 lags 
 

Table 43: restricted regression with 16 lags of the productivity growth 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 71 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(16, 54)  = 0.32 

Model | 1.49027337        16  .093142086 Prob > F  = 0.9930 

Residual |  15.8604737        54  .293712476 R-squared  = 0.0859 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = -0.1850 

Total | 17.3507471        70  .247867815 Root MSE = .54195 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 44: unrestricted regression with 16 lags of productivity growth and 16 lags of the 

growth of the number of working hours 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 71 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 38)  = 0.74 

Model | 6.63973119        32    .2074916 Prob > F  = 0.8109 

Residual |  10.7110159        38  .281868839 R-squared  = 0.3827 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = -0.1372 

Total | 17.3507471        70  .247867815 Root MSE = .53091 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=1.92 
Table 45: restricted regression with 16 lags of the growth rate of employment rate 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 75 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(16, 58)  = 1.46 

Model | 1.64727056        16   .10295441 Prob > F  = 0.1464 

Residual |  4.08448865        58  .070422218 R-squared  = 0.2874 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.0908 

Total | 5.73175921        74  .077456206 Root MSE = .26537 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 46: unrestricted regression with 16 lags of the growth rate of employment rate 

and 16 lags of the growth rate of the number of working hours 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 75 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 42)  = 1.46 

Model | 3.02044305        32  .094388845 Prob > F  = 0.1233 

Residual |  2.71131615        42  .064555147 R-squared  = 0.5270 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.1666 

Total | 5.73175921        74  .077456206 Root MSE = .25408 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Fcritical=1.92 
Table 47: restricted regression with 16 lags of the growth rate of unemployment rate 

Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 71 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(16, 54)  = 1.93 

Model | 177.322934        16  11.0826834 Prob > F  = 0.0377 

Residual |  310.579803        54  5.75147783 R-squared  = 0.3634 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.1748 

Total | 487.902737        70  6.97003911 Root MSE = 2.3982 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 48: unrestricted regression with 16 lags of the growth rate of unemployment rate 

and 16 lags of the growth rate of the number of working hours 
Source |       SS           df       MS Number of obs = 71 

-------------+---------------------------------- F(32, 38)  = 1.72 

Model |  288.73065        32   9.0228328 Prob > F  = 0.0546 

Residual |  199.172088        38  5.24137073 R-squared  = 0.5918 

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.2480 

Total | 487.902737        70  6.97003911 Root MSE = 2.2894 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Fcritical=1.92 


